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they had acquired, and made them uneasy about decisive choices which they had made in their lives. But to Clanricard and others it imparted a sense of well-being; it communicated to them such a state of mind that even anxious questions were surrounded by it with a peaceful radiance.
" You needed to talk to me, you were saying ? Nothing serious, I hope ? "
" Yes — at least, it seems serious to me ; but it's nothing to do with me personally. , . . Can't you guess ? "
Sampeyre looked at Clanricard ; then at the garden and the autumnal shrubs.
" Yes,    This morning's news."
" Didn't it - disturb you ? "
Sampeyre hesitated before he answered. Clanricard asked himself whether he had not let himself be upset rather too readily. In particular, had he not been wrong in opening his heart to his pupils as he had done ? He told Sampeyre about it at once. He quoted, briefly, the words he had used. Sampeyre listened.
"Perhaps I ought to have kept that to myself-don't you think ? "
** No. . . . No . . ." replied Sampeyre gently.
Clanricard went on, in a voice that almost trembled :
" I came because I absolutely had to talk to you about all this. I couldn't have waited until to-morrow evening. How do you feel about it, Monsieur Sampeyre ? "
" Oh, I'm much disturbed, much troubled. Not especially since this morning, as a matter of fact - for several days past. I should very much like to have your own reactions, and those of our friends. You're coming to-morrow evening ? "
<c Yes, of course."
" I don't want to judge the situation as my nerves dictate ; nor do I want to fall a victim to the fact that, in the long run, one's nerves get jaded.... You understand, doix't you ? Ah, here's my housekeeper coming back. . * . Just a minute."

